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Abstract

An attempt is made to construct a gauge theory based on a bimodular repre-

sentation of the octonion algebra, the nonassociativity of which is manifested

as a non-closure of the bimodule algebra. It is found that this fact leads to

gauge-noninvariance of the theory. However, the bimodule algebra can be

embedded in SO(8), the gauge theory of which can be broken down to give a

massless SO(7) theory together with a massive octonionic gauge theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The success of real and complex numbers, and quaternions, in physics suggests that

the only remaining division algebra, the octonions, also should have physical relevance, and

indeed many investigators have searched for such a connection (for a history of liypercomplex

numbers in physics see [1]). Perhaps the greatest obstacle to this application, and thus the

most intriguing feature of the octonion algebra, is its nonassociativity under multiplication.

Nonassociativity is not entirely alien to physics: the Jacobian formulation of quantum

mechanics is inherently nonassociative (octonions are used in this application in [2]); and

the three-cocycle [3], which appears in relation to magnetic monopoles and may, like one-

and two-cocycles, be connected to anomalies in field theory, is an expression of the nonas-

sociativity of the underlying dynamics. The use of octonions then is worthwhile considering

not only for its own sake but as an example of the physical utilisation of nonassociative

structures.

In this paper we attempt to construct an octonionic gauge theory following standard

Yang-Mills techniques, as in [4]. This is possible both for complex and quaternion alge-

bras, so it seems reasonable that similar techniques should be successful for the octonions.

Consider an octonion field tp(x)1 on which we will make gauge transformations

0(a) -» f(x) = 0(x)4>(x), (1)

involving multiplication from the left by an octonionic function O(x). Under infinitesimal

transformations

6^{x) = 6u{x)i>{x), (2)

and in order to obtain a gauge invariant theory we need to introduce a gauge field in the

form of an operation fi^(x), which behaves under the above infinitesimal transformation as

(3)



Already we are faced with the difficulty of nonassociativity, which in this paper we deal with

by using a bimodular representation of the octonions [5], in which multiplication from the

left and from the right is represented by two different sets of matrices. This bimodule algebra

is itself associative, but is directly equivalent to the octonion algebra, the nonassociativity

of which appears as a failure of the bimodule algebra to close.

In Section II of this paper we introduce the bimodular representation and show how it

can be used to construct a gauge theory equivalent to the octonionic construction begun

above. We then find that it is necessary to go beyond a pure octonion algebra in order to

achieve gauge-invariance, and so in Section III we expand to an S0(8) gauge theory from

which we regain our algebra of bimodule matrices via a process of symmetry-breaking.

II. PURE OCTONIONIC GAUGE THEORY

A. Alternative Algebras and Bimodular Representations

To begin with, it is necessary to define an associator, [5], [4], analogous to the usual

algebraic commutator. The associator is

{x,y,z} = (xy)z~x(yz). (4)

An alternative algebra A is defined as an algebra whose elements satisfy the property

x2y = x(xy),(yx)x = yx2,Vx,y <= A, or equivalently, {x,x,y} = {y, x,x] = 0,Va;,i/ 6 A.

This gives rise to the relation

{x,y,z} + {x,z,y} = 0, (5)

and similarly for other interchanges of x, y and z.

Because of the nonassociativity of these algebras, it is necessary to use a bimodular

representation, in which each element a; of A is represented by two linear transformations

on A, Lx and Rx, the left and right multipliers respectively. These transformations act as



Lxa = xa,

Rxa = ax, where x,y,a £ A. (6)

From the alternativity condition (5) can then be obtained the following relations:

Lxy = LxLy + [Lx, Ry\

RyX = RxRy + [Rx, Ly]

Ly}, Vx,yeA. (7)

Related to this bimodular representation of multiplications, there are also two division

tables: the left quotient, x = b\a, with x, a, b € A, such that bx = a; and the right quotient,

y = a/b such that yb = a, with y, a, 6 G A. As we shall see later on, the left and right

representations for the octonions can be obtained from the appropriate division tables.

B. The Regular Representation of the Octonion Algebra

We will now apply the bimodular representation theory defined above to a particular

alternative algebra, that of the octonions, the last in the sequence of division algebras of

the Hurwitz theorem: real numbers, complex numbers, quaternions and octonions [5]. A

general octonion can be written

x = xoeo + xiei + #262 + x3ez + x^e^ + xse& + X6e6 + #7^7

= Xoeo + ^jC| = Xfi eA (8)

where the eM are the octonionic units. (Here, and elsewhere, we follow the convention that

greek indices include the identity element of the algebra so that a, /3,7,. . . = 0 , . . . , 7; latin

indices denote only the hypercomplex units so that i,j,k,... = 1,.. .,7.) These units satisfy

the following multiplication relations:

ii = e,e0 = e<

e.-e,' = -<5,je0 + e,jAe*> (9)
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where eijk is totally antisymmetric, and eijk = 1 for (ijk) = (123), (145), (176), (246), (257),

(347) and (365) (each cycle represents a quaternion subalgebra). It also satisfies the relations

eijk€iik = 42 (10)

where eaf,cd is the totally antisymmetric dual tensor, with eabcd = 1 for (abed) = (1247),

(1265), (2345), (2376), (3146), (3157) and (4576). This tensor also appears in the associator

for the units,

{e»,ej,efc} = 2e,jA|e(. (11)

The conjugate x of an octonion x may be defined as "x = zo^o ~ xiei- This mapping

x —> ~x is an involution, such that x = x and xy = yx~. The norm can then be defined,

\x\2 = xx~ — ~xx = (xl + x,-x,')eo, as well as a unique inverse,

\x\

In terms of the inverse, the left and right quotients can then be written

x = b\a = b~ra, (13)

y = a/b = ab-1. (14)

The multiplication relations Eq. (9) can also be written in terms of structure constants

e (15)

with C°o = 1, Cf0 = CJ, = C& = 0, C-J- = -Sij, C% = ftfc) C& = ^ , and Cj - etjfc. The

alternativity condition {eM, ev, e^} + {eM, e>, e,,} = 0 then becomes

ChC^e. + [CLC;e a - C ^ ^ e , ] = ^ C ; A c , . (16)



Defining (CM)* = C%p, and (Cu)
p

x = Cp
vX = ££„, this can be written

[ & ^ ] cucP)l- (17)

Similarly, other relations can be obtained from the remaining associator conditions. From

{eu, ex, eM} + {e^, ev, e^} = 0, and {eu, ex, e^} + {eM, ex, ev) = 0, we obtain respectively

and [(C^^Yx - (C^iC.Yx] + [(&E(C7,)5 - (^)J(C-^] = 0. (18)

Using these relations we are able to define a bimodule, the regular representation. The

left representation is denned {L^Xu = (£>)*> an<^ ^ e right representation is (i^At/ = (C*/*)̂ -

These matrices then obey the following relations:

^ i y + [Lfi, Rv\ = C^Lx,

4-

L»LV + ^ ^ = C^iLx + Rx). (19)

The first three of these relations are simply those above, Eqs (17) and (18) rewritten in

terms of the left and right matrices, and correspond to the relations for a general bimodule,

Eq. (7).

It is possible to obtain the left and right representation matrices from the division tables.

Writing the elements of the right division table as e^/e^ = K^e^, then from the definition

of the right quotient K^e^eg = K%aC*aex = &v (where the index a is not summed). Since

G^a is non-zero for only one A for every pair (/zc), and as the units are linearly independent,

Kb = C£a. Hence eu/ec - C^e^. In a similar manner, the left division table gives



III. GAUGING THE OCTONION ALGEBRA

It is now possible for us to construct a field theory based on octonionic transformations,

by using a bimodule representation of the octonions, which as we have seen is directly

equivalent to multiplication by octonions. We begin with an eight-component matter field

\& = (i}a), on which we make infinitesimal octonionic gauge transformations

) (20)

for which we introduce the matrices U = \L{ and r$ = \Rj, defined such that

(21)

ri) = - ^ . (22)

Now the usual covariant derivative is introduced as D^ = d^ — gA^x) where A^x) is a

member of the octonion algebra and is defined in terms of gauge fields A^x) by A^x) =•

A (̂x)Z,-. It transforms as

= A, + c? A^f-Sikh + 2[rk, lj\) + UidM- (23)

Because of the non-closed part of this transformation, proportional to [rjt, lj], the transformed

field can no longer be written in the form A'^ = A^U. In fact it can only be written in that

form in special gauges, which makes it impossible to construct a fully gauge-invariant theory

using only octonionic transformation matrices.

The anti-symmetric curvature tensor is then defined in the usual way as

Flw = --[DltiDl/]
9

(24)



where F^v = d^A], — dyA^ — -geijkA^A^ is the closed part. By using trace relations Eq. (22)

and

Tr([/,-,ri\[lkir,)) = ~[ew + 2(M;i - « * ) ] , (25)

we can write down the gauge field kinetic term as

CL = -

= --(dpA), - 0,,A')(0Mf" - d'A^) - —g2Ai
llA

kJA3llAkv ~ A^A1"). (26)
4 16

Although this appears to be a simple, interesting form for the lagrangian density, it is only

applicable in a gauge in which A^ = A^U, and so does not correspond to a truly gauge

invariant theory. This becomes noticeable immediately when any physical calculations are

attempted. In terms of the octonionic construction in the Introduction, this non-closure is

equivalent to the inability to write the operation Cl^x) as merely the multiplication of the

field ij>(x) by another octonion.

To resolve this problem, it is obviously necessary to close the algebra. Merely including

the right-bimodule matrices is not enough, although this does produce many interesting

new terms [4], as the commutator [h,Vj] is still not included in the algebra. All possible

8-dimensional rotations, i.e. the algebra SO(8), must be introduced. The Yang-Mills theory

corresponding to this Lie algebra can then be constructed, and is guaranteed to be successful.

IV. MASSIVE OCTONIONIC GAUGE THEORY FROM BROKEN SO(8)

A. Embedding Bimodules in SO(8)

Since the non-closure of the bimodule algebra first appears in the commutators, it is

helpful to start with defining the matrices

8



Ka^-^Li] (27)

Obviously Kij = —Kj{} so there are 21 independent matrices defined in this way. Together

with the left bimodule matrices, the commutation relations for all 28 are then:

[Li, Lj] =

[KiitKu] = 2(SikKj, - 8«Kjk - 6jkKu + 8jtKik). (28)

These are the commutation relations for generators of SO(8), the group of eight-dimensional

rotations. The Kjk by themselves are the generators for SO(7) transformations, while the

Li function as their denning Clifford algebra, the coset SO(8)/SO(7) [6]. It will thus be

possible, in the context of the gauge theory, to break an SO(8) Yang-Mills theory down to

SO'7) together with a massive octonionic theory.

j.t is of course also possible to obtain similar relations for the right-bimodule, but as the

subsequent behaviour is the same, we need only concentrate on the left-bimodule, i.e. only

multiply our octonions from the left.

It is interesting to note here the most famous special property of SO(8), the existence of

"triality" automorphisms between its spinor and vector representations, a consequence of the

threefold symmetry of its Dynkin diagram. An examination of the eigenvalues of our left-

bimodule matrices shows them to be generators of an 8-dimensional spinor representation

of SO(8), whereas the generators of the (also 8-dimensional) vector representation are

(TaQJfiv = 8aVL8pv — 8al/8p^ (29)

where a, /?, \x,v = 0 , 1 . . . 7, and are the standard representation for the generators of 8-

dimensional rotations, and satisfy the commutation relations

P«/3j T-fs] = 8faTaS ~ 8a^Tps — SpsTcy + SasTp-j. (30)

The triality automorphisms can then be written as relations between the Tap of the vector

representation, and Li and Kij of the spinor representation [7]:
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2ot = " (

Li = -(To,- + ^eij

KH = -(eyfcTo* + Ta - ^eijkiTu). (31)

B. Extracting Octonionic Theory from Broken SO(8)

By identifying the matrices To,- with the vector representations of the generators £,-, and

Tij with Kij, an SO(8) gauge field theory can easily be constructed. If a multiplet of scalar

fields <j)(x) is then included in a theory, together with a potential V(4>) which gives it a non-

zero vacuum expectation value, < $ > = v, then the SO(8) symmetry will be broken down

to SO(7), with the direction of the breaking chosen so that the gauge bosons corresponding

to the bimodule matrices Li gain masses ML = gv/2, whereas those corresponding to Kij

remain massless.

Define kij = \K{j, and AJf as their corresponding gauge fields (with AJf = —A£). These

possess a field strength tensor given by

F% = d,^ - dvA
{l ~ \g{A*AkJ - AlkAkJ), (32)

and so the complete gauge-field lagrangian density is

v - Aik"Akli)

V - Aik"Akiti) - ^FJit,F
ijlw. (33)

This is thus a massive octonionic gauge theory, together with a massless SO(7) theory,

which, if left as an unbroken Yang-Mills theory, would be expected to exhibit asymptotic

freedom, and hence, as for QCD, confinement below a certain energy scale. Below this scale,
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the physical states would be restricted to singlets under SO(7). The A^ bosons themselves

transform, according to the vector representation of S0(7), but have a mass of the order

of the SO(8) symmetry-breaking scale, which has to be greater than the confinement scale

in order for the Higgs mechanism to work at tree-level as assumed above. The massive

octonionic gauge interactions will thus only become important at high energies, for which

the physical states can still transform under spinor representations of S0(8), and so exhibit

the desired symmetries of the bimodule algebra.

A P P E N D I X

We shall write the left and right matrices in terms of the Pauli matrices <7i, cr2 and CT3,

with the inclusion of a fourth, <7o, merely the 2 x 2 identity matrix:

\

, " 3 = | • (Al)cr0 =
0 1

The left and right matrices are then

/ \
(T0 0 0 0

0 .To 0 0

0 0 a0 0

0 0 0 <T0

0 0-icr2

0 -i

0

0

0

0

L2 =

0

0 0

—ia2 0

0 ioi

0 -(73 0 0

<r3 0 0 0

0 0 0 -0

0 0 (To 0

\

- 1 0

1 0

0 - 1

Ro =

\
a0 0 0 0

0 (To 0 0

0 0 <70 0

0 0 0 crc

-ia2 0 0 0

0 ia2 0 0

0 0 i(T2 0

0 0 0 -ia2

I \

0 -(To 0 0

<r0 0 0 0

0 0 0 cr0

0 0 -c r 0 0
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L3 =

0

o\

0

0

V/

\

\

0

0

<73

0

0

0

ox

0

0

0

0

o-o

0

0

0

-o"i

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

—io2

~oz

0

0

-o0 0

0 -ot

0

0

io2

0

0

<r3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 -

~o3

0

0

0

- o - i

0

0

0

-io2

0

\
0

OQ

0

° ,
0

io2

0

0

0

0 /

—i(T2

0

0

—zcr2 0 0 0

0 -io2 0 0

-io2 0 0 0

0 0 0 io2

0 0 j<r2 0

/ \
0 0 -cr0 0

\

0 0 0

o-o 0 0

0 o-o 0

0 0

0 0

~io2 0

0 —io2

0

0
I

—io2 0

0 — io2

0 0

0 0

\

\
/ \

0 0 " 0 —0-3

0 0 o-3 0

0 - C T 3 0 0

o3 0 0 0

/

R7 —

0 0

0 0

0 -a

0 - a

o-i 0

0 0

0 0 0

(A2)

These matrices can be treated as 8 x 8 complex matrices, or as 4 x 4 matrices of quater-

nions, since the Pauli matrices form a representation of the quaternions.
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